ANNEX E (SERVICE ICPS)

REFERENCES:

See individual appendices.

1. GENERAL This Annex outlines the TCM-related responsibilities of Service Inventory Control Points (ICPs) in support of this plan.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES
   a. Air Force ICP responsibilities are presented in Appendix I to this Annex.
   b. Navy ICP responsibilities are discussed in Appendix II to this Annex.
   c. Marine Corps ICP responsibilities are presented in Appendix III to this Annex.
   d. OPR for this Annex is NICP/AMCCOM AMSMC-RD.
Appendix I (Air Force ICP -- OOALC) to Annex E (Service ICPS)

References:

a. PACAF OPLAN 5027/5000/5001
b. USCENTAF OPLANS - All 1000 Series
c. USAFE OPLAN 4102/41 12
d. AFM 355-4 - Employment of Chemical Agents
e. AFLC W-1 - War and Mobilization Plan
f. Ogden ALC WMP - War and Mobilization Plan
g. AFR 136-4 - Responsibilities for Technical Escort of Dangerous Materials
h. USAF WMP - 1 - War and Mobilization Plan
i. AFLCR 136-4 - Responsibilities for Technical Escort of Dangerous Materials
j. AFR 127-100 - Explosive Safety Standards
k. AFR 71-4 - Preparation of Hazardous Materials for Military Air Shipment
l. AFR 355-1 - Disaster Preparedness, Planning and Operation
m. AFR 355-5 - Armed Forces Doctrine for Chemical Warfare and Biological Defense
n. AFLC Supl 1 to AFR 355-1
0. HAFB OPLAN 355-1 - Disaster Preparedness Operations Plan
p. TO 11A-1-46 - Fire Fighting Evidence, Transportation and Storage, Management Data and Ammo Complete Round Chart

1. General

a. This Appendix outlines the areas of responsibilities of the Ogden Air Logistics Center (OOALC), Hill AFB, UT, the Air Force Inventory Control Point (ICP) for TCM:

   Ogden Air Logistics Center
   OOALC/MMW
   Hill AFB, UT 84056-5609

   Message: DIR MAT MGT HILL AFB UT/MMW/

b. This Appendix supports AFLC WMP-1, Amex E, Appendix IV.

c. All Air Force-owned TCM are stored at depots managed by the SMCA.

2. Responsibilities

a. Agencies shown in Figure E-1 will perform the roles indicated. The upper portion of the figure shows the flow for requesting TCM deployment and the lower portion indicates the flow of TCM requisitions. Arrows in the figure represent appropriately classified message traffic. The action agency is the agency to which the arrow points, but the following agencies will be included as information addresses when not designated as the action agency:
**DEPLOYMENT/EMPLOYMENT REQUESTS**

1. **THEATER/UNIFIED COMMAND**
   - NCA
   - JCS
   - HQ, USAF

2. **REQUESTER**
   - HQ, THEATER AIR FORCES
   - OGDEN LOGISTICS CENTER, MMW
   - AMCCOM

**REQUISITIONS**

**NOTES**:
1. **Addressee** will be one of the following, as appropriate, and will state full **justification** for request.
   - USCINCPAC Camp Smith HI//142/1541/1
   - USCINCEUR Vahingen GE//EC14-7//EC15//
   - USCINCCENT MacDill AFB FL//CCJe/CCJ4//*
   - USCINCLANT Norfolk VA//J421/J521//
   - CINCCFC Seoul KOR//CFCD-FL-C/

2. **Addressee** will be one of the following, as appropriate.
   - HQ PACAF Hickam APB HI//LGW//
   - HQ USAFE Ramstein AB GE//LGW//
   - USCINCAFLANT Langley AFB VA//LGW//

3. **Addressee** will be as follows and will include detailed request data in **Milstrip** Format.
   - DIR MAT MGT Hill AFB UT//MMW//

*May be deployed away from MacDill AFB; Must check current address

**FIGURE E-1. AIR FORCE TCM REQUEST/REQUISITON FLOW**
b. **OOALC shall:**
   
   (1) Coordinate with AMCCOM concerning management, maintenance, and sourcing of Air Force-owned TCM, as required.
   
   (2) Receive, review, and validate all TCM requisitions for Air Force-owned TCM.
   
   (3) Prepare and transmit validated TCM **MILSTRIP** requisitions to AMCCOM for action.
   
   (4) Monitor TCM support actions and deployments in accordance with internal Air Force procedures.
   
   (5) Consider **prepositioning** TCM **MILSTRIP** requisitions at NICP IAW CINC need for more responsive deployment posture and/or increase in combat readiness posture.

c. OPR for this Appendix is **OOALC/MM**.
APPENDIX II (NAVY ICP -- SPCC) TO ANNEX E (SERVICE ICPs)

REFERENCES:

a. CINCPACFLTINST 8010.12, Subject: PACFLT Conventional Ordnance Management Manual
b. CINCLANTFLTINST 8010.12, Subject: Atlantic Fleet Conventional Ammunition Management Manual
c. OPNAVINST 8070.1B, Subject: Responsibilities for Technical Escorts of Dangerous Material
d. SPCCINST 8010.12, Subject: Policy, Procedures, Responsibilities for Supply Management of Conventional Ammunition

1. GENERAL

This Appendix outlines the responsibilities pertinent to the U.S. Navy (including U.S. Marine Corps Air) for deployment of Toxic Chemical Munitions.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Fleet Commanders-in-Chief:

(1) Requesting authority, where applicable, for early forward deployment of chemical munitions/agents in support of operation plans.

(2) Requesting chemical munitions/agents, if needed, and planning receipt and distributions.

(3) Sourcing TCM in conjunction with Unified and Specified Command Time-Phased Force and Deployment Data (TPFDD).

(4) Initiating MILSTRIP requirements to SPCC, Mechanicsburg for chemical munitions/agents and supporting peculiar and common components, if required, concurrent with submittal of the request for deployment to the Unified Command. Requisitioning of common components for PAC/LANT/EUR assigned units will be in accordance with references (a) and (b), respectively.

(5) Establishing detailed implementing procedures for security, safety, storage, requisitioning, and movement of in-theater TCM.

(6) Developing plans and procedures, including inter-service support, for responding to, controlling, and recovery from TCM munitions accidents/incidents.

(7) Emergency movement of in-theater chemical stocks to ensure survivability.
(8) Providing escorts and/or arranging escorts of TCM for *intra-theater* movement and from Port of Debar kation (POD) to the end user and/or storage location. Provisions of reference (c) apply.

b. **Navy Ad Fleet Commands** (Second Fleet, Third Fleet, Sixth Fleet, Seventh Fleet, and Marine Amphibious Force):

   (1) Advising Fleet Commanders-in-Chief of the requirements for *deployment* of TCM.

   (2) Recommending TCM type, quantity, required delivery date, and proposed *deployment/employ* merit locations of TCM in accordance with FLTCINC's instruction.

   (3) Requesting deployment approval.

   (4) Upon *receipt*, provide Ammunition Transaction Item Reports (ATRs) to the Conventional Ammunition Integrated Management System (CAMS) in accordance with applicable command reporting procedures.

c. **Navy Inventory Control Point** (SPCC Mechanicsburg):

   (1) Receiving MILSTRIP requirements from Fleet Commanders-in-Chief or their logistics *agent*.

   (2) Validating MILSTRIP data elements, exclusive of quantity, and forwarding the MILSTRIP requirements for TCM end items and peculiar components to AMCCOM by message.

   (3) Monitoring support actions and materiel movement until receipted into the Navy CAIMS.

   (4) Processing MILSTRIP requirements for common TCM components in accordance with references (d) and (e).

   (5) Consider propositioning TCM MILSTRIP requisitions at NICP IAW CINC need for more *responsive* deployment posture and/or increase in combat readiness posture.

d. OPR for *this Appendix* is OPNAV 41 1C4.
APPENDIX III (MARINE CORPS ICP -- CMC LMG) TO ANNEX E (SERVICE ICPS)

REFERENCE:

MCO 8010.ID (Next revision will reflect that those assets will be allocated to the CINC's by JCS).

1. GENERAL This Appendix outlines the areas of responsibility of the Marine Corps ICP, CMC-LMG, for Marine Corps-owned ground-employed TCM. SPCC, the Navy ICP for TCM, is responsible for Marine Corps air-employed munitions.

   Commandant of the Marine Corps
   Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps
   Code LMG
   Washington, DC 20380-7001

   Message: CMC WASH DC//CODE LMG//

2. RESPONSIBILITIES

   a. The Commander, Landing Force (CLF) shall:

      (1) As and when directed, determine initial requirements for TCM and associated components using Marine Ammunition Requirement Support Order (MARSO) 1500-85 as the guide for selecting the appropriate TCM for the weapons deployed.

      (2) Submit requests for TCM deployment/employment merit, as appropriate, to the Fleet or Theater CINC, or other echelon commander exercising operational control (OPCON) over the CLF.

      (3) Concurrent with or immediately after submission of a deployment/employment request, submit MILSTIP requisitions or activation of prepositioned requisitions for the required TCM to the Fleet or Theater CINC, or next echelon commander with OPCON, with information copies to: Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC-LMG/ASL); Commander, AMCCOM, Rock Island, IL (AMSMC-DSD-AS/AMSMC-DSP-M/MCLNO-LMA; JCS J-4; and appropriate CINC's.

   b. The receiving CINC or OPCON commander shall:

      (1) Forward requests for TCM deployment/employment to the Theater CINC, as appropriate.

      (2) Forward MILSTIP requisitions to the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC-LMG), with information copies to other addresses identified in paragraph 2a(3) above.

   c. Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC-LMG) shall:

E-III-1’
Coordinate with AMCCOM concerning management, maintenance, and sourcing of Marine Corps-owned TCM, as required.

Receive, review, and validate TCM MILSTRIP requisitions for Marine Corps ground-employed TCM.

Prepare and transmit validated TCM MILSTRIP requisitions to AMCCOM for action.

Monitor TCM support actions and deployments in accordance with internal Marine Corps procedures.

Consider prepositioning TCM MILSTRIP requisitions at NICP IAW CINC need for more responsive deployment posture and/or increase in combat readiness posture.

d. OPR for this Appendix is CMC LMG.